Topological insulator (TI), a material in which the interior is insulating but the electrons can travel without resistance along its surface/edge conducting channels, has radically changed the research landscape of condensed matter physics and material science in the past decade [1, 2] . The nontrivial Dirac surface/edge states of a TI are induced by the strong spin-orbit coupling of the material and thus protected by time-reversal symmetry (TRS) [3] [4] [5] [6] . Breaking the TRS of a TI with a magnetic perturbation can lead to a variety of exotic quantum phenomena such as the quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect [7] [8] [9] , topological magnetoelectric effect [8, 10] , and image magnetic monopole [11] . The QAH effect has been experimentally demonstrated in magnetically doped TI thin films, specifically Cr-and/or Vdoped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 [12, 13] . To date, the critical temperature of the QAH state (TQAH) which we define as the temperature below which the quantized Hall resistance is realized, in magnetically doped TI films is still ~1K [12] [13] [14] [15] . A low TQAH impedes both the exploration of fundamental physics and meaningful technological applications based on this exotic phenomenon. A direct route to increase TQAH is to increase the magnetic doping level in the TI film to enhance the Curie temperature (TC). However, this process invariably degrades the quality of TI films and can even make it become trivial [16] . An alternative approach to induce the ferromagnetic (FM) order in TI but keep its nontrivial property is called for.
FM order can also be introduced into a TI layer through proximity to an FM insulator layer. By not introducing magnetic ions into the TI, the sample quality, in particular, the carrier mobility is expected to be much higher [17] . Experimental efforts along this line have demonstrated proximity induced interfacial magnetization in TIs with a few FM insulators, including EuS [18, 19] , GdN [20] , BaFe12O19 [21] , Cr2Ge2Te6 [22] and ferrimagnet yttrium/thulium iron garnet (YIG/TIG) [23] [24] [25] [26] . Since the magnetic proximity effect is a short-range magnetic exchange interaction, an antiferromagnetic (AFM) insulator layer with uncompensated surface spins could play the same role as FM insulators [27] . AFM insulators have a number of advantages compared with FM insulators, such as their insensitivity to perturbing magnetic fields, the high THz operating frequencies, and the negligible stray fields.
These are attractive properties for spintronic applications [28] [29] [30] . Since the Néel temperature (TN) of AFM insulator is usually well above the room temperature, it may be possible to induce a high Curie temperature (TC) FM order in a TI. Recently, a transport cum neutron scattering experiment has found the interfacial spin texture modulation and the TC enhancement in magnetically doped TI on AFM metal CrSb heterostructures [31] . In view of the metallic property of CrSb, it is not possible to single out the transport property of the TI layer from that of CrSb. Therefore, an insulating AFM substrate (i.e., AFM insulator) is a better candidate to induce magnetic orders in the TI layer. We know of no study to date on such an experimental system. Bulk Cr2O3 is a well-known AFM insulator with a TN of 307K [32] , whose linear magnetoelectric property has been used in voltage-controlled spintronic devices [33] [34] [35] . The spins along the (0001) direction in the intralayer are FM aligned, while the spins of the adjacent layers are AFM coupled (Fig. 1a) . It is known that the TC (TN) of the FM (AFM) films due to the finite size effect is usually lower than its bulk value [36, 37] . Therefore, the TN of AFM Cr2O3 films can be controlled by varying m. The Cr2O3 layers with different m (from 1 to 35 UC) were deposited at 500℃ by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on heat-treated sapphire (0001) substrates [38, 39] . The growth process was monitored by in-situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The sharp and streaky "1×1" patterns indicate highly-ordered Cr2O3 films with atomically flat surfaces (Fig. S1) . The high quality of the Cr2O3 films is also confirmed by atomic force microscopy and high-resolution X-ray shown in Supporting Materials (Fig. S7) .
In this
The 10nm Te capped 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3/m UC Cr2O3 heterostructure samples were scratched into a Hall bar geometry using a computer-controlled probe station [10] . Transport studies were carried out in a Physical Property Measurement System (Quantum Design, 2 K, 9 T) with an external magnetic field perpendicular to the film. The excitation current is 1 µA.
All samples were field cooled from 320K, which is above TN of bulk Cr2O3 (~307K) [32] , at different specific external magnetic fields 0HCF to the target measurement temperatures. The field cooling process eliminates any possible spontaneous and random alignments of the AFM order in the Cr2O3 layer. . 2d) . However, for m = 4 UC, the yx loop is always symmetric, i.e.,
showing a negligible shift under all 0HCF, indicating the suppression of an exchange bias effect ( Fig. 2d and Fig. S9 ).
Magnetic hysteresis loop shifts as a result of the interfacial exchange interaction have been observed in many systems with FM-AFM interfaces [41] . The AFM layer usually plays the role of a pinning layer, whose alignment direction determines the shift direction of the hysteresis loop. In most systems, the shift of the hysteresis loop is along the direction opposite to 0HCF, i.e., showing negative exchange bias, which is an evidence for the interfacial FM coupling [41] . In our Cr-doped Sb2Te3 on Cr2O3 heterostructures, we observed the crossover of the negative to positive exchange bias by systematically increasing 0HCF.
The observation of the positive exchange bias under high 0HCF is a necessary condition for the interfacial AFM coupling between the magnetic moments of the FM layer and the surface spins of the AFM layer [41] [42] [43] [44] . More details will be shown below.
Next, we focus on the study of the evolution of positive 0HE of 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 on Cr2O3 of 3, 2 and 1UC field-cooled with 0HCF =7T. The yx hysteresis loops of these heterostructures at temperatures from 2 to 40K are shown respectively in Figs. 3a to 3c.
These loops show that 0HcR, |0HcL|, and the positive 0HE, all monotonically decrease with increasing temperature. Figure 3d shows 0HE as a function of temperature for these heterostructures. The blocking temperature TB, i.e., the temperature above which 0HE vanishes, increases with increasing m of the Cr2O3 layers. The TBs for the heterostructures with 1UC, 2UC, and 3UC Cr2O3 layers are 15K, 25K, and 35K, respectively. The higher TB in the heterostructures with thicker Cr2O3 layers suggests the TN is higher in thicker Cr2O3 layers.
To achieve the exchange bias effect in the systems with the FM-AFM interface, the TN of the AFM layer must be lower than the TC of the FM layer. Therefore, for m ≤ 3UC, the TN of Cr2O3 layer must be lower than the TC ~ 38K of 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 (Fig. S13) . We now When the sample is field-cooled under a low 0HCF, 0HCFMAFM < JESAFMSFM (Fig.   4a) , the AFM coupling energy JESAFMSFM is then dominant and, as a consequence, the positive magnetization of the Cr-doped Sb2Te3 will force the top surface spins of the Cr2O3 layer to point downwards. With a high 0HCF, 0HCFMAFM > JESAFMSFM (Fig. 4b) , the Zeeman energy in Cr2O3 layer 0HCFMAFM is dominant and makes the top surface spins of the Cr2O3 layer to point upwards. To compensate for the AFM coupling, the orientation of the surface spins in the Cr2O3 layer will be slightly tilted. Since the magnetic field sweep range ±0.2T is much lower than the magnetic field at which the spin-flop transition, reported to occur at a few Teslas [39, 45] , the adjacent magnetic layers in the Cr2O3 layer are still AFM ordered but are slightly tilted (Fig. 4b) . With a critical value of 0HCF (i.e., 0H 0 CF ), 0H
CF
MAFM=JESAFMSFM, the Cr2O3 layer is in a randomly distributed multi-domain state, and thus 0HE=0, and gives rise to the symmetric hysteresis loop. 0H 0 CF increases with m as a result of the JE enhancement, which is induced by the higher TN in thicker Cr2O3 layers [44] .
The surface spin configuration of the Cr2O3 layer at low temperature is locked by its AFM magnetic structure during the field cooling process. When the external 0H is swept in the ±0.2T range the FM spins of the 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 layer with a 0Hc of ~0.1T can be switched by the external magnetic field while the AFM spins of the Cr2O3 layer are unchanged [39, 45] . The existence of the AFM coupling energy JESAFMSFM across Cr-doped Sb2Te3 and Cr2O3 interface will cause the shift of the FM hysteresis loop of the 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 layer. For samples field cooled with a low 0HCF, the top surface spins of the Cr2O3 layer are locked downwards when 0H is swept at T=2K and the magnetic moments of the 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 layer are pointing upwards for 0H= 0.2T (Step Ⅰ in Fig. 4c ). When 0H is swept downward, near the left coercive field 0HcL, the upward magnetic domains of the 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 layer is reversed. Due to the interfacial AFM coupling, the spins of Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 are energetically more favorable to point upwards to retain the antiparallel alignment. Therefore, to overcome the interfacial AFM coupling energy, a magnetic field 0H larger than 0Hc is needed to reverse the magnetic domains from upwards to downward, i.e., |0HcL|> 0Hc (Step Ⅱ in Fig. 4c ). When 0H is swept back from -0.2T, the presence of the interfacial AFM coupling helps the magnetization reversal of 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 layer from parallel to antiparallel alignments, so the right coercive field 0HcR<0Hc (Step Ⅳ in Fig. 4c ).
This explains why negative exchange bias, i.e., |0HcL|> 0HcR, is observed under a low
0HCF.
When the sample is field-cooled under a high 0HCF, the magnetic moments at 0H
=0.2T of the Cr-doped Sb2Te3 are still pointing upwards, but the top surface spins of the Cr2O3 layer are also pointing upwards but slightly tilted (Step Ⅰ in Fig. 4d ). When 0H is swept downward, the existence of the AFM coupling will favor the magnetization reversal of 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 layer from upwards to downwards, so |0HcL|<0Hc (Step Ⅱ in Fig. 4d ).
When 0H is swept back from -0.2T, the interfacial AFM coupling will impede the magnetization reversal of 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 layer from downwards to upwards, so 0HcR>0Hc. This corresponds to the positive exchange bias, i.e., |0HcL|< 0HcR, observed for the samples field cooled with a high 0HCF.
We have also systematically studied the TC of the 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 layer for m≥4.
The TC of 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 layer in all heterostructures was determined by the Arrott-plots (Fig. S11) [46] . The m dependence of TC is summarized in Fig. S12 . For m≤4UC, TC is ~ 39K, consistent with the TC of 4QL Sb1.8Cr0.2Te3 film grown on the nonmagnetic SrTiO3 (111) substrate (Fig. S13) . For m ≥ 5UC, the TC starts to increase and saturates near 50K for m ≥ 
